2nd bid conference the quarries raised international consultants and response of SVSU
Sr. No.
1.

Quarries of IC
Are we accepting part proposal?

2.

No of hard copies to be submitted?

3.
4.

What will be duration of
presentation?
What should be profile of expert?

5.

What is inderdhanush programme?

6.

Will you disclose the list of invited
consultants invited for the proposal?
(As per CVC rule the List of the
shortlisted consultant should have
been disclosed by NSDC)
When & where the details of the
todays quarries will be uploaded on
website, is it on tender page or news
page?
What is the revised schedule of
future activities relating to RFP
Whether the Aviation expert is
required?
Is there any change the scope of
work or estimated Man Months
hours of 360 at page no. 56 RFP.

7.

8.
9.
10.

Response of SVSU
SVSU is seeking proposal for the full scope of work,
the Gist of each group of scope of work is provided
to consultants vide letter dated 30th January, 2019.
However, consultants are free to submit part
proposal of the scope of work, in that case, the
consultants should cover full group/s of the scope
of work in their proposal.
Only one hard copy to be submitted. Soft copies
will be sought after the opening of the bids.
It will be of 30 to 40 minutes then there will some
questions. It will be maximum one hour session.
Team composition is given at page no. 56 of RFP.
The consultants should have considerable
experience in industry & TVET.
The programme is explained on page no. 131 of the
Vision Document of university available on SVSU
website.
The list of consultants shortlisted by NSDC and
invited SVSU is upload on SVSU website.

It will uploaded on 11.02.19 on tender page of
SVSU website. All the detail of matter related to
RFP will be uploaded on’ the tender page of HVSU/
SVSU website.
The revised schedule is uploaded on tender page of
SVSU
Not required in 1st phase, however will require for
developing for future programms of SVSU.
The estimated 360 Man months at page no. 56 of
RFP is only for illustration the actual man months
will very as per the proposal of individual bidders.

